Szolnok

THE EUROPEAN RURAL WORLD, AS I SEE IT
Photo competition 2009

Europe Direct Szolnok and AGRARIA-APURE announce an international photo competition.
The objective of the competition: Today, the European rural world has to face numerous challenges. The rural economy
needs help, the quality of life of rural people needs to be improved through new means. We have to preserve our heritage,
the beauties of nature. This competition tries to raise awareness about these important issues.
The competition consists of 2 categories:
Landscape-nature-environment: present the natural beauties of rural landscape, the cultural heritage natural or built, or
the effects of climate change on the environment.
Regions, people, traditions: present the everyday lives of rural people, the relation of past and future, the conservation of
traditions, special crafts.
Prizes: tokens in each category.
Rules :
The inhabitants of Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok, and the members of the international network of the APURE
(Association for European Rural Universities) can participate.
The photos have to be taken after the 1st of May, 2004, in Hungary, or in the country of the participant; they can be black and
white and color photos, but the participant has to possess complete authorship rights. Photos previously taking part in a
competition, or those which have already gained a prize are excluded.
The photos need to be sent in both in electronic and printed format. Analogue photos have to mesure at least 18x24 cm.
Digital photos have to be of at least 300 dpi and printed not bigger than in A/4 format.
The organisers reserve all rights related to the photos (exposition, publication in electronic and printed format).
Submission:
The photos have to be sent before the 20th July, 2009 (post stamp)
The address to send the photos:
Europe Direct Szolnok, 5000. Szolnok, Kossuth tér 2. HUNGARY
Please indicate on the back of the photos:
The contact details of the participant (name, telephone, e-mail)
Title of the photo
Description of the photo (Where, when and on what occasion it was taken) 1-2 sentences maximum, or even a thought on the
European rural world can be added.
The indication of the category: Landscape-nature-environment, or Regions, people, traditions
Results of the competition: the Day of Szolnok ~ September 2009.
For further information: eipszolnok@vfmk.hu
Supporters of the photo competition: APURE, RED, Jászkun Fotóklub

